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Praise for Out of the Ooze: The Story of Dr. Tom Price"Donald Trump is the sick showman of

Washington scandal, but the meat and potatoes of personal and corporate thievery goes to Thomas

Price, secretary of HHS, who has created a profit center of illness and suffering."â€” William Greider,

The NationThe U.S. healthcare system is the outlier of the developed world: immoral, inefficient,

expensive, and corrupt as hell. This system has survived into the present day thanks in large part to

a century of organized medical-industry reaction epitomized by Dr. Tom Price, the

surgeon-businessman-politician presently serving Donald Trump as the secretary of Health and

Human Services. The story of this man's rise out of Atlanta's suburbs â€” a rise built on far-right

ideology and market fundamentalism, rank greed and breathtaking cruelty â€” is also the story, and

the ultimate condemnation, of our nation's larger failure to provide healthcare as a right to all

Americans.  In Out of the Ooze, journalist Alexander Zaitchik (author of Common Nonsense and

The Gilded Rage) sketches the arc of Priceâ€™s career, from his days as a young flack for the

American Medical Association barnstorming Georgia in opposition to the Clinton reform push of

1993; to his years on the Ways and Means Committee, when he brazenly traded $300,000 worth of

healthcare-related stocks while lobbying on behalf of those same companies; to his current position

at the apex of healthcare policy and GOP strategy to roll back the moderate reforms of the previous

administration. The result is a taut argument for both the criminal investigation of Tom Price and a

radical overhaul of the U.S. healthcare system he now oversees.
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Nails this sorry Trump appointee. He is probably the worst choice that i have seen for his job. He

supports health care for the rich who don't need his sorry ideas. He is only exceeded in stupidity by

his president.

I just read this little book. Apart from some minor editing challenges, it is a searing indictment not

only of the morally bankrupt Tom Price, but also of the utterly filthy direction Corrupt Trump is taking

the Nation.We will find ways to be rid of all of them and to relegate their supporters to the pages of

history of the sadly ignorant and gullible. What an embarrassment to a country that finally seemed to

find a heart!

At only about 50 pages, the book is full of public record based facts. First they will scare you, then

they will disgust you, then you start to get angry about the blatant corruption that truly resides in ALL

corners of our government. Finally it motivates to become more involved & alert. We must not be

complacent while these rich, greedy people take over our government & destroy our democracy.

EVERY American must read this book,and see how horrible a pick for one our most important parts

of our government,the HHS,is going to be brutally dissected,affecting every one of us.I thought

Trump was bad enough,but with each and every pick he has chosen to oversee our nation,it mirrors

himself.Greedy,selfish,mean,tricky,sneaky,big mouthed bullies,on their road to destroy our

nation.RESIST.Yes, I found some needed edits,but I simply could not stop reading this book from

cover to cover.Thank you Mr. Zaitchik for writing this book.

To say that the behavior of Tom Price as a physician/government servant is despicable is a vast

understatement. If the information in this book is true, and I have no reason to doubt that it isn't, this

man is the lowest of scum bags and should be tossed out of government service by us, the

taxpayers who pay his salary! He harms those he is sworn to help, totally trashing the Hippocratic



oath he took as a physician. He is a weasel in a huge hen house, the Department of Health and

Human Services. He promotes laws and policies that will enrich himself by cooperating with big

Pharma, voting against laws and policies designed to protect the public from unscrupulous

corporations dominating the pharmaceutical and medical device industry. He is a disgrace to his

medical profession, as well as a disastrous representative of our government! Every American

should read this book! Be careful - you may vomit when you read it!

Thank heaven for writers like Alexander Zaitchik. This book keeps all of us informed about these

soulless, greedy thugs.Don't miss this book.

I believe this story reveals a lot about a very selfish person, who happens to be a physician, and

quickly decided to forget the oath he took at his graduation from medical school. It is so apparent he

chose the profession for money. Now he is the Secretary of the Health and Human Services for the

United States and I believe because he doesn't care about people in general, he will do things that

will increase his wealth; and he will do nothing to help the average person.This book definitely

enlightened me about this Secretary. It is well written and wonderfully descriptive. The reader can,

of course, come to his/her own conclusions.

Very enlightening and totally appalling man described here.
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